APPSIGHT
Leverage Process Discovery Analytics
to Unlock Data-Driven Insights

With the rate of digital transformation rapidly accelerating, organizations across geographies and industries are faced
with an urgent need to streamline and automate their operations. Going forward, strong operational efficiency and
resilience will fuel the ability of your business to respond to constantly changing circumstances.
But any meaningful organizational transformation requires you to understand, in real time, what is happening across your
business. According to Deloitte1, process fragmentation is the most significant barrier to achieving automation at scale.
Enterprises often lack visibility into disparate systems and complex processes as well as into the causes driving
complexity and process deviations. This has been further exacerbated
by the major shift to working-from-everywhere which affects most
companies and millions of their employees across the globe.

Accelerate Your Digital Transformation with
Actionable Process and Behavioral Insights
Powered by AI-based process discovery technology,
AppSight captures real-life process execution at a user-level
providing you with an accurate understanding of how your
employees go about their day-to-day activities. This workforce
intelligence at scale will enable you to boost your organization’s
productivity through data-led decision making. Continuous
behavioral understanding of workflows will empower you
to prioritize and automate processes in a more targeted way,
therefore accelerating your automation journey.

How Does AppSight Work?
No integration or expensive infrastructure required, easy to deploy at scale, providing immediate time to value
Unobtrusive capture of granular action-level data across all applications
(desktop or web-based, Citrix, emulators, legacy systems, etc.)
Integration with any BI tool
Customized visualization and prebuilt out-of-the-box dashboards
Any personally identifiable information (PII) data can be anonymized
1. Deloitte Insights, Automation with intelligence: pursuing organisation-wide reimagination, 2020

What Data is Collected
via AppSight?
The following data is
captured in real-time
Time spent by each employee or
team on a specific application
Idle time
Process and application name
Page URL
Window caption
Timestamp
Type of action
Keystroke type
Machine name
Username
Screen and resolution

Benefits of AppSight
Identify
automation
opportunities
across your entire
organization and
accelerate your
company’s digital
transformation
process

Maximize
workforce
productivity
and streamline
operational
efficiency through
data-driven insights

Gain real-time
visibility
into software
application usage
trends to ensure
optimal capacity
and utilization of
your technology
stack

Instill
operational
excellence
and enhance
work procedures
by uncovering
bottlenecks and
hidden capacity and
defining actionable
performance
benchmarks

The AppSight Dashboard Presents
Valuable Insights on User Activity

Architecture
High-scale architecture with low hardware requirements
(1,000+ discovery robots per server)
Kryon Process Discovery Console

BI Tool / Excel

Process Discovery Server

1000s Kryon AppSight Robots
Employee Desktop / VDI
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